Distributed Impulsive Quasi-Synchronization of Lur'e Networks With Proportional Delay.
This paper investigates the exponential synchronization of nonidentically coupled Lur'e dynamical networks with proportional delay. Since the heterogeneities existed in different Lur'e systems, quasi-synchronization rather than complete synchronization is thus discussed. Different from general time delay, the proportional delay is a type of unbounded time-varying delay, which tremendously increases the requirements on network synchronization. Based on distributed impulsive pinning control protocol and different roles that impulsive effects play, the criteria for quasi-synchronization of nonidentically coupled Lur'e dynamical networks are derived by jointly applying the delayed impulsive comparison principle, the extended formula for the variation of parameters, and the definition of an average impulsive interval. Moreover, synchronization errors for different impulsive effects with different functions are evaluated and simultaneously, the corresponding exponential convergence rates are obtained. In addition, three numerical examples are presented to illustrate the validity of the control scheme and the theoretical analysis.